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beginning in april 1960 the brigham young university
library in association with the libraries of the church historian s office salt lake public library utah state historical
society and the utah state university
Unver sity library commenced comunversity
monthly bibliography of writings
piling and publishing a semi
semimonthly
on mormon subjects entitled mormon americana this bibliography was all inclusive and reported periodical articles and
pamphlets as well as references to books which contained only
short sections on mormon subjects
from this bibliography we have selected titles which should
be of interest to LDS scholars the books listed are primarily works of nonfiction and are limited to publications related
to the church of jesus christ of latter day saints significant
mormons are
regional and state histories in areas where the cormons
important have been included publications of the federal
government and the state of utah have not been included
for a more comprehensive listing the reader is referred to
the publication mormon americana filed with the participating
libraries
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